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Abstract—We report a novel approach for increasing the 

output power in passively mode locked semiconductor lasers. 

Our approach uses epitaxial structures with an optical trap in the 

bottom cladding that enlarges the vertical mode size to scale the 

pulse saturation energy. With this approach we demonstrate a 

very high peak power of 9.8 W per facet, at a repetition rate of 

6.8 GHz and with pulse duration of 0.71 ps. In particular, we 

compare two GaAs/AlGaAs epilayer designs, a double quantum 

well design operating at 830 nm and a single quantum well design 

operating at 795 nm,  with vertical mode sizes of 0.5 and 0.75 µm, 

respectively. We show that a larger mode size not only shifts the 

mode locking regime of operation towards higher powers, but 

also produces other improvements in respect of two main failure 

mechanisms that limit the output power: the catastrophic optical 

mirror damage and the catastrophic optical saturable absorber 

damage. For the 830 nm material structure, we also investigate 

the effect of non-absorbing mirrors on output power and mode 

locked operation of colliding pulse mode locked lasers.  

 
Index Terms—High peak power laser, mode locked laser, non-

absorbing mirrors, quantum well laser, sub-picosecond pulse 

generation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ASSIVELY mode-locked (ML) semiconductor lasers are 

sources of short optical pulses, particularly attractive for 

their low cost, small size and ease of pumping. 

GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well (QW) ML lasers operate in the 

700-850 nm range, with several potential applications such as 

short-haul optical telecommunications, radio-over-fibre 

networks [1] and two-photon absorption microscopy [2]. 

While typical pulse durations are of 2-3 ps at repetition rates 

of a few 10-100 GHz [3-5], their use is limited by their low 

average output power, with typical values below 5 mW. As a 

result, the maximum peak powers rarely exceed 500 mW. 
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Although great efforts have been made in the pulse-width 

reduction [6-7], similar average and peak powers have been 

reported in monolithic ML QW lasers operating at 1.3 and 

1.55 μm, with the shortest reported pulses of the order of 1 ps 

and at frequencies up to ~50 GHz [8].  

These power limitations are generally due to the passive 

mode locking mechanism itself, which relies on the self-

formation of optical pulses from random intensity spikes 

occurring in the laser cavity, thanks to the pulse-shortening 

effect produced by the saturable absorber (SA). The SA is 

usually a reverse biased section of the laser cavity providing 

the necessary intensity-dependant absorption. This enhances 

intensity spikes with energies higher than the SA saturation 

energy over continuous wave (CW) radiation. With slow SAs 

(whose recovery time is longer than the pulse duration, which 

is the case for semiconductor SAs [9, 10]), dynamic gain 

saturation introduces net loss on the trailing edge of the pulse 

[9, 10]. For both the gain and SA sections of a semiconductor 

ML laser, the saturation energy can be defined as [11] 
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where h is Planck's constant, ν the optical frequency, 

d(g,α)/dNg,α the differential gain or absorption (with N being 

the carrier density), Ag,α the cross sectional area of the laser 

mode, w the waveguide width, d the well thickness and Γ the 

optical confinement in the QWs.  Equation (1) shows that the 

laser epistructure design plays a crucial role in the final output 

power performance of the ML device through the geometrical 

parameter wd/Γ (d/Γ represents the effective vertical mode 

size). While in conventional semiconductor lasers the pulse 

gain saturation energies are generally small and in the 0.3-3.0 

pJ range [8], recent experiments have shown that, in a slab 

coupled optical waveguide geometry, these can be scaled up to 

30-100 pJ, by increasing the optical mode area and reducing 

the overlap of the optical mode with the active region [12].  

Average output powers of 200-250 mW and pulse-widths of 5-

6 ps (peak power close to 4 W) have been reported from 

devices with a cavity length of around 8-10 mm with this 

waveguide design [12-14], at repetition rates of 4-7 GHz. With 

a similar waveguide structure, 10 ps wide pulses at a peak 

power of 5.8 W were achieved at 4.29 GHz in 2006 [15].  

Sub-picosecond pulses are usually more easily generated in 

quantum dot (QD) and quantum dash ML lasers with the short 
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pulses bringing a further increase in the peak power. 

Compared to QW devices, QD lasers are particularly 

advantageous for use as sources of ultrashort Fourier-limited 

pulses and as high power laser sources [16-18], thanks to their 

low threshold currents, broad gain spectrum, reduced 

linewidth enhancement factor, low saturation energy, weak 

quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) and fast recovery times 

[16-18]. In standard QD ML lasers, pulses not shorter than 1-3 

ps are typically achieved and with average powers not higher 

than around 50 mW [16-18]. However, using a combination of 

QD materials and flared waveguide geometries, implemented 

to both increase the output power and to enhance saturation 

within the absorber, Fourier-limited pulses as short as 360 fs 

have been reported, with peak powers from hundreds of mW 

up to few W [19-22]. A record peak power of 15 W was 

achieved in a gain-guided/tapered QD device [24]. Sub-

picosecond pulses have also recently been reported from 

quantum dash ML lasers without flared geometries [25, 26].  

In this work, we investigate a novel approach for increasing 

the output power from QW semiconductor ML devices, based 

on the use of high d/Γ laser epistructures for the scaling of the 

pulse saturation energy, and demonstrate a very high peak 

power of 9.8 W per facet. In particular, we compare two 

GaAs/AlGaAs epilayer designs operating at around 830 and 

795 nm and with d/Γ ratios of 0.5 and 0.75 µm, respectively. 

Moreover, we show that the d/Γ parameter not only shifts the 

mode locked regime of operation towards higher powers, but 

also produces other benefits in respect of two main failure 

mechanisms that limit the output power from semiconductor 

passively ML lasers: catastrophic optical mirror damage 

(COMD) [27, 28] and catastrophic optical saturable absorber 

damage (COSAD). As will be shown, in both COMD and 

COSAD permanent damage is produced in the part of the laser 

where a positive feedback loop, involving an increase in local 

temperature and a thermal increase in local absorption, is 

triggered by high optical powers. This paper is thus organized 

as follows. The two laser structures and device geometries are 

described in Section II, including details of the device 

fabrication steps. Section III presents the material gain and 

absorption measurements, used for analysing the operating 

regimes of the fabricated ML devices. Sections IV and V 

report results from the 830 and 795 nm ML devices, 

respectively. The conclusions are given in Section VI. 

 

II. MATERIAL AND DEVICE STRUCTURES  

In this work, two GaAs/AlGaAs laser epistructures grown 

by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) have 

been considered. Their designs are similar to those discussed 

in [26, 27] and have been optimized for high power 

applications, such as laser print heads [29], for pumping Er
3+

-

doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) [30] or Nd:YAG solid state 

lasers.  

The first structure comprises two 4.4 nm thick GaAs QWs 

spaced by a 9 nm thick Al0.2Ga0.8As barrier. These are 

sandwiched between two 120 nm thick undoped layers 

forming a graded index separate confinement heterostructure 

(GRIN-SCH).  The designed emission wavelength is around 

830 nm. A 1.9 µm thick Al0.32Ga0.78As layer with graded p-

doping is used as p-cladding and a 3 µm thick Al0.32Ga0.78As 

layer with graded n-doping is used as n-cladding. The n-

cladding also incorporates a 0.7 µm thick optical trap layer 

with an Al mole fraction graded from 0.32 to 0.29 and spaced 

away from the GRIN-SCH waveguide. The second laser 

material consists of an active region with a 7 nm thick AlGaAs 

QW (with Al mole fraction designed for emission at 793 nm) 

and two 7 nm thick Al0.35Ga0.65As barriers, sandwiched 

between two GRIN-SCH waveguide layers with thicknesses of 

90 nm and 60 nm, the top and the bottom one, respectively. 

The p-doped Al0.65Ga0.35As and the n-doped Al0.55Ga0.45As 

cladding layers are 1 and 3.5 μm thick, respectively, again 

with graded doping profiles. The lower cladding also contains 

a 0.37 µm thick optical trap, with Al mole fraction graded 

from 0.55 to 0.52. In both structures, the optical trap 

introduces several benefits to high power operation. The trap 

reduces the vertical far-field divergence, by enlarging the 

vertical mode profile, and improves single transverse mode 

operation, by increasing the loss for transverse modes higher 

than the fundamental [27, 28]. This effect is enhanced in the 

793 nm material by the asymmetric cladding design.  

For the 830 nm structure, an optimal waveguide 1.9 μm 

deep and a 2.5 μm wide was found for single mode operation 

and with an optical confinement of 0.0083 per well. For the 

793 nm structure, an optimal waveguide 1.2 μm deep and 3 

μm wide was determined, with a Г of 0.0093. Such low values 

of Г result in d/Г ratios of 0.5 and 0.753 μm, respectively for 

the 830 and 795 nm lasers, higher than those of more 

conventional laser structures [27, 28]. Moreover, the 793 nm 

structure presents an effective mode area of 2.26 μm
2
, which is 

around 70% higher than that (1.34 μm
2
) calculated for the 830 

nm material. A high d/Г ratio is beneficial in high power lasers 

as it reduces the power density at the laser facet and thus the 

occurrence of COMD [27, 28]. In standard uncoated ridge 

waveguide lasers under CW pumping, a COMD power limit 

of 50 mW (~37 MW/cm
2
) was found for the 830 nm material, 

while COMD-free powers higher than 90 mW (~40 MW/cm
2
) 

were measured for the 793 nm lasers. A scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) photograph of the facet of an 830 nm laser 

damaged by COMD is shown in Fig. 1 (a), while in Fig. 1 (b) 

the computed mode intensity profile is plotted for comparison.  

A high d/Г ratio is also desired in passive ML laser diodes 

as it increases the saturation energy of the gain and SA 

sections, thus allowing the ML operation to occur at higher 

powers. Moreover, the reduced optical overlap reduces self 

phase modulation (SPM) for the same energy in the pulse, thus 

 
 

Fig. 1. (a) SEM photograph of the facet of an 830 nm laser damaged by 

COMD. (b) Plot of the computed mode intensity profile relative to a 1.9 μm 
deep and a 2.5 μm wide ridge waveguide in the 830 nm laser material. 
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allowing for shorter pulses to be generated.  

The ML devices were fabricated using electron-beam 

lithography and dry etching steps. The ridge waveguides were 

formed by dry etching the AlGaAs layers using SiCl4 in a 

reactive ion etching (RIE) system. The sample was then 

covered with a 600 nm thick layer of silica providing electrical 

isolation and the contact windows were opened on top of the 

waveguides. The SA and gain contact pads, separated by 10 

μm long gaps were defined by lift-off processing. The highly 

doped GaAs cap layer was also dry etched in the gap regions 

to improve the isolation between the contact pads (with 

measured inter-contact resistances of around 5 kΩ).  

III. GAIN AND ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS 

Ridge waveguide lasers with multiple contacts were 

fabricated for measuring the gain and absorption spectra of the 

830 nm material using the multisection technique described in 

[31]. The acquired data are used in this paper to analyze the 

operating regimes of the ML lasers under investigation. Figure 

2(a) shows the measured gain spectra for different injection 

current densities, for both transverse electric (TE) and 

transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations. The intrinsic loss is 

estimated from the crossing points of the TE and TM gain 

curves (4.9 cm
-1

). Figure 2 (b) shows the measured absorption 

spectra for different reverse voltages. A QCSE shift of around 

20 nm was achieved with a reverse bias of 5.5 V (~265 

kV/cm). Figures 3(a) and (b) plot the TE modal gain peak and 

peak wavelength as function of current density, respectively. 

In Fig. 3(b), it can be seen that the gain peak abruptly shifts 

from the lowest electron-heavy hole transition towards the 

electron-light hole transition, as the current density is 

increased from 2 to 3 kA/cm
2
. This abrupt gain peak shift 

plays an important role in the output power performance of 

our ML lasers, as it will be shown in next section. 

 

IV.  830 NM MODE LOCKED LASERS  

In the 830 nm material, 3.7 mm long ML devices were 

fabricated with a single 222 µm long SA placed in the middle 

of the cavity, in order to provide colliding pulse mode locking 

(CPM) operation. The CPM regime is characterized by the 

emission of pulses at a repetition rate that is twice the Fabry-

Pérot (FP) cavity round-trip frequency (~2×10 GHz). The 

CPM configuration is also beneficial as it allows the SA to be 

positioned away from the laser facets, where it would 

otherwise facilitate the occurrence of COMD [5]. For some 

devices, 150 µm non-absorbing mirrors (NAMs) were 

fabricated at each facet of the laser, as shown in the schematic 

in Fig. 4.  

NAMs are sections of the laser left unpumped in order to 

decrease the local carrier concentration, which is the main 

source of COMD [32]. A bandgap shift was produced 

selectively in the NAM regions by using a sputtering induced 

disordering (SID) quantum well intermixing (QWI) technique 

similar to that described in [33]. With this technique, a 

bandgap wavelength shift of around 62 nm was deduced from 

photoluminescence (PL) measurements. The bangap shift 

allows for a reduction of the thermally induced absorption at 

the facet and thus an increase in the COMD limit of around 

40%, compared to the devices without NAMs, as shown in the 

light-current (L-I) curves in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 also shows a 

decreased slope efficiency in the devices with NAMs, due to 

their shorter gain section. In both devices, as will be shown, 

ML operation was found to occur at output powers below the 

COMD limit and a failure mechanism different from COMD 

was observed at such lower powers.  

A further test included the measurement of the L-Is for 

    
 

Fig. 4. Schematic of a CPM device with NAMs on both facets. Devices 

without NAMs have the same cavity length, but the gain section is extended 
to the facets. 

  

 
Fig. 5. L-I curves for 3.7 mm long CPM devices with 222 μm long SAs 

forward biased, with (solid line) and without (dashed line) NAMs.  

 
Fig. 2. (a) Plot of TE (continuous line) and TM (dashed line) modal gain 

spectra, for different injection current densities. The horizontal line gives the 

intrinsic loss of the material, found from the crossing points of the TE and 

TM gain curves. (b) TE absorption spectra for different reverse bias voltages. 
A wavelength shift of 20 nm of the spectrum is obtained with a reverse 

voltage of 5.5 V (265 kV/cm), due to QCSE. The absorption edge is 

measured as the wavelength for which the derivative dα/dλ is maximum. 
  

 
Fig. 3. (a) Modal gain peak versus current density obtained from the 

multisection measurements. (b) TE gain peak wavelength as function of 

current density. The TE gain peak moves from around 830 nm (electron-
heavy hole transition) at low current densities towards around 820 nm 

(electron-light hole transition).  
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several values of SA reverse bias. The results are shown in 

Figures 6(a) and (b). The output power was measured for the 

NAM device for gain currents Ig between 100 and 240 mA, in 

steps of 4 mA, and SA reverse voltages VSA between 0 and 2 

V, in steps of 0.1 V. The non-NAM device was instead tested 

for Ig between 100 and 200 mA, in steps of 4 mA, and VSA 

between 0 and 1.2 V, in steps of 0.1 V. However, they are 

plotted in the same range for better comparison. The 

limitations shown in Fig. 6 in terms of maximum Ig and 

maximum VSA were the result of failure of the devices due to 

damage of the SA. The reason was investigated in this work 

and will be explained in more detail later in this Section. 

However, it can be anticipated that, when a high optical power 

is absorbed by the SA, a high photocurrent is generated in the 

SA (which is under reverse bias), causing catastrophic damage 

of the SA. The SA failure was recognizable from the p-n 

junction breakdown, which prevented, after the damage, any 

current injection in the SA when forward biased. Moreover, 

this damage also caused the failure of the whole device, which 

did not lase after the SA degradation. This could also be 

observed through an optical microscope during device 

operation, because, before the failure, some red light could be 

seen along the whole gain section length, while, after failure, 

around 300 µm of the gain section on either sides of the SA no 

longer luminesced, indicating the damage to these portions of 

the gain section as well. This is similar to what is observed 

near the facets in the case of COMD. Another feature of the 

recorded L-Is is the output power roll-over occurring at 

relatively high currents. The roll-over power decreases with 

higher SA reverse voltages. As will be seen later in this 

section, this behavior significantly affects the laser regimes of 

operation. 

In order to evaluate the range of mode locking, the RF 

spectrum was recorded for several values of Ig and VSA. The 

RF spectrum revealed the presence of peaks around 19.75 

GHz, corresponding to twice the round-trip frequency, as 

expected in CPM operation. The RF peak amplitude (over the 

noise floor) is mapped as function of Ig and VSA for both non-

NAM and NAM devices in Figures 7 (a) and (b), respectively. 

These maps represent the range of CPM operation, as the 

emission of pulses was confirmed in this range through 

autocorrelation measurements. Both NAM and non-NAM 

devices have the highest RF peak at around Ig = 200-210 mA 

and VSA = 0.3 V, but this is stronger (22 dB over the noise 

floor compared to 17 dB) and narrower (230 kHz compared to 

160 kHz) in the device with NAMs, as we reported in [34].  

The optical spectrum within the range of mode locking has 

a -3 dB width between 0.2 and 0.55 nm and is slightly larger 

for the NAM devices. Figure 8 shows the corresponding 

optical spectrum for both devices, where the mode spacing Δλ 

doubles from that of the FP cavity ΔλFP, confirming CPM 

operation. The optical bandwidth Δν is 0.55 nm (0.24 THz) for 

the device with NAMs, while for the devices without NAMs it 

is about 0.5 nm (0.22 THz), under the optimum mode locking 

conditions. 

The emission of pulses was confirmed through two-photon 

absorption (TPA) autocorrelation measurements [35]. In [34] 

we reported the measured interferometric autocorrelation 

traces and the deduced pulsewidths of 1.84 ps (assuming a 

Gaussian pulse shape) for the device with NAMs and of 2.04 

ps for the device without NAMs, under optimum mode 

locking. These values confirm that the pulses are nearly 

transform-limited for both devices. In this regime, the average 

output powers are 17 mW and 27 mW (corresponding to 462 

mW and 675 mW peak powers) in devices with and without 

NAMs, respectively. The ~10% smaller pulsewidth of the 

laser with NAMs is consistent with the ~10% wider bandwidth 

of the optical spectrum. The shorter length (~10%) of the 

pumped section is also believed to reduce the non-linear 

phenomena and dispersive effects that usually contribute to 

broaden the pulses [36]. Furthermore, according to the work of 

Lau and Paslaski [9, 10] and to that reported in [15], improved 

ML operation is expected in device geometries with higher 

steady state gain, which also benefit from higher gain 

bandwidth and lower differential gain dg/dN (advantageous 

for satisfying Equation (3) in [16]). In reference [16], although 

 
Fig. 6. Map of output power as function of the gain section current and of 

the SA reverse bias of 3.7 mm long CPM devices, without (a) and with (b) 
150 µm long NAMs on both facets. The gain current step is 4 mA while the 

SA voltage step is 0.1 V. No data are available for the dotted-grey areas. 

 
  

 
Fig. 7. Map of the 19.75 GHz RF peak amplitude over the noise floor, as 

a function of the gain section current and of the SA reverse bias of 3.7 mm 

long CPM devices, without (a) and with (b) 150 µm long NAMs on both 

facets. The gain current step is 4 mA while the SA voltage step is 0.1 V. No 
data are available for the dotted-grey areas. 

 

  

 
 

Fig. 8. Optical spectra under optimum CPM operation for NAM and non-

NAM devices, where the FWHM is equal to 0.55 and 0.5 nm, respectively 

(considering Gaussian envelopes).  
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not directly related to the pulse-width, steady state gain and 

differential gain are compared for different cavity designs and 

related to the shorter pulse-width measured in ML lasers with 

passive sections. In reference [16], it is also suggested to 

approximate the qualitative form of dependence of dg/dN as a 

function of the carrier density N (a material parameter 

typically not available as in our case), with the derivative 

dg/dJ of the gain as function of the current density J. The 

values of g and dg/dJ  have been estimated at 830 nm from the 

gain curves reported in Section III and are 10.93 cm
-1

 and 

25.49x10
-3

 cm/A for NAM devices, and 9.98 cm
-1

 and 

25.67x10
-3

 cm/A for non-NAM devices. Thus, reduced pulse-

widths are obtained consistently with the better mode locking 

conditions provided by the higher (~10%) steady-state gain of 

the devices with passive sections, similarly to the reports in 

[16, 36]. Moreover, the reduction in pulse-width τp is also 

consistent with the reduction in RF peak power and width 

ΔνRF observed in devices with NAMs. A dependence 

ΔνRF/τp
2
=const has been also theorized and reported in [37].  

In both NAM and non-NAM lasers, a range of relaxation 

oscillations in the self-pulsation (SP) regime was observed 

from the recorded RF spectra. In this regime of operation, 

lasers usually emit broad pulses (several tens of ps) at a 

frequency lower than the cavity round-trip repetition rate and 

related to the carrier lifetime in the laser gain section [5, 10]. 

In our case, the RF peaks associated with the SP regime were 

in the range of 1-5 GHz (main peak at around 1 GHz). The SP 

peak amplitude (over the noise floor) is mapped as function of 

Ig and VSA for both non-NAM and NAM devices in Figures 

9(a) and (b), respectively.  

Comparing Figures 7 and 9, one can deduce that, for a given 

SA bias, the SP regime occurs at a gain current slightly higher 

(about 20-30 mA) than the value for best ML operation, 

preventing mode locking at higher currents and thus higher 

powers, similar to previous reports [5]. An abrupt jump from 

one regime to the other was observed when changing the 

current, with a small region of overlap between the two. 

Associated with the onset of SP, an abrupt decrease in the 

peak wavelength was visible in the optical spectrum, as shown 

in Figures 10(a) and (b), where the peak wavelength is 

mapped as function of Ig and VSA. From these plots one can 

see that when the current is increased, for a given SA bias, the 

optical spectrum peak moves towards higher wavelengths 

compared to the threshold value, up to around 832 nm. Above 

this point, the peak abruptly jumps to around 822 nm. This 

behavior is similar in NAM and non-NAM devices, the only 

difference being the current at which the abrupt jump occurs. 

Furthermore, the strongest SP corresponds to the region of low 

output power in the Ig-VSA maps in Fig. 6.  

The different regimes of operation are summarized in Fig. 

11(a) for the device with NAMs. In Fig. 11(b), examples of 

the recorded optical spectra in the CW, ML and SP regimes 

are reported for VSA = 0.3 V. Output power and SA 

photocurrent are plotted as function of the gain section 

current, for VSA = 0.3 V, in Fig. 11(c). The roll-over in the L-I 

curve of Fig. 11(c) corresponds to the occurrence of the ML 

regime. Above this point the output power decreases abruptly 

due to the high current photo-generated in the SA. Figures 

11(d) and (e) show the RF spectra under the strongest ML and 

SP operation, respectively. As seen in Fig. 11(c), the SA 

photocurrent increases linearly with increasing gain section 

 
 

Fig. 11.  (a) Map of regimes of operation of the device. (b) Examples of 

the optical spectra in the CW, ML and SP regimes for VSA = 0.3 V.  (c) Plot 
of output power and SA photocurrent as function of the gain section current, 

for VSA = 0.3 V. The ML regime is associated to the roll-over in the LI curve. 

Above this point, the output power decreases abruptly due to the high current 
photo-generated in the SA. Catastrophic damage of the SA occurs for SA 

currents higher than 50 mA (~10 kA/cm2). In (d) and (e) the RF spectra 

under strongest ML and SP operation are reported, respectively. All the plots 

(a)-(e) refer to the device with NAMs. 

 
 

Fig. 9.  Map of the SP peak amplitude over the noise floor, as function of 

the gain section current and of the SA reverse bias of 3.7 mm long CPM 
devices, without (a) and with (b) 150 μm long NAMs on both facets. The 

gain current step is 4 mA while the SA voltage step is 0.1 V. No data are 

available for the dotted-grey areas. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10.  Map of the peak wavelength as function of the gain section 

current and of the SA reverse bias of 3.7 mm long CPM devices, without (a) 

and with (b) 150 μm long NAMs on both facets. The gain current step is 4 
mA while the SA voltage step is 0.1 V. No data are available for the dotted-

grey areas. 
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current (and thus with increasing optical power in the cavity). 

This remains true until a certain value of output power is 

reached, above which the SA photocurrent starts to increase 

more rapidly with power, forcing the laser to switch regime of 

operation. One possible explanation is that, when high optical 

powers are absorbed by the SA, the high SA photocurrent 

density heats the SA itself, reducing its bandgap. The red-

shifted SA will thus absorb more at the lasing wavelength, 

with a consequent decrease in the laser output power and 

further increases in the SA bandgap red-shift and temperature. 

This mechanism, apart from producing the output power roll-

over, caused the catastrophic damage of several devices, when 

the SA photocurrent was not kept below a certain limit (in this 

case around 50 mA - 9.4 kA/cm
2
). The effect of the SA red-

shift is illustrated in Fig. 12, where the spectra of laser gain 

and total cavity losses are plotted. The spectrum of the gain-

length product g(λ, Ig)×Lg is indicated with black solid lines in 

Fig. 12, while the total cavity loss is indicated with grey 

dashed lines. The total loss is given by the sum αMIRRL + αiL + 

αSALSA, where αMIRR is the mirror loss given by [1/L] ×ln[1/R] 

(R~0.3 is the mean facet reflectivity), αi the intrinsic loss, L 

the cavity length, αSA the SA absorption and LSA the SA 

length. These spectra represent the single pass gain or loss 

encountered in the laser cavity by the optical beam and are 

obtained from the multisection measurements discussed in 

Section III. All the grey dashed curves refer to the absorption 

spectrum in the case of VSA = 0.3 V, but with different 

wavelength shifts. Three different situations are considered. 

The first is when the laser is at threshold (Ith) and the SA is not 

heated significantly, thus referred to as 'cold'. In this situation, 

the gain spectrum clamps as the carrier density clamps at its 

threshold value. The point where the gain spectrum crosses the 

loss spectrum corresponds to the threshold wavelength λth = 

830 nm. As soon as the gain current is increased, the power 

within the cavity increases, producing a redshift in the SA 

bandgap. As an example for the second situation, a shift of 3 

nm is considered in Fig. 12. This shift forces the gain 

spectrum to red-shift in order to compensate for the increased 

loss. Therefore, the optical spectrum peak wavelength 

increases accordingly (as confirmed by the data reported in 

Fig. 10). When the optical power in the laser is enough to 

produce a SA shift of around 6-7 nm, its effect becomes 

significant. In this condition, as shown in Fig. 12, the 

threshold wavelength moves to ~822 nm, where the SA 

absorption is significantly high. The increased SA absorption 

and reduced optical power make the SA itself more difficult to 

bleach, giving rise to relaxation oscillation SP regimes [38], as 

confirmed by the data in Fig. 9. 

The SA bandgap shrinkage can lead to a thermal run-away 

and thus to the catastrophic damage of the SA itself. As this 

mechanism is similar to COMD, it is reasonable to believe that 

the maximum optical power up to which a laser with an SA 

can be operated is not far from the COMD limit, around 50 

mW in our case. This is in good agreement with what was 

observed from the devices damaged during the test due to 

COMD. For these devices, the failure occurred at gain currents 

higher than 250 mA, where the optical power for a fully 

forward biased device is close to 50 mW. Finally, an 

indicative estimation of the SA temperature can also be made. 

From the gain and absorption spectra analysis illustrated in 

Fig. 12, a SA red-shift of at least 6-7 nm was estimated in the 

case of the laser switching from ML to SP. Considering a 

bandgap wavelength temperature dependence of 0.3 nm/K 

[39], a temperature increase of 20-23 K can be associated to 

the 6-7 nm SA red-shift. With this SA shift, as shown in Fig. 

12(c), a SA photocurrent of 20 mA is produced. In this 

condition, the SA photocurrent increases very quickly with 

increasing optical power. Moreover, as the SA temperature 

rise is proportional to the power dissipated in the SA itself, 

which is in turn proportional to ISA
2
, it is reasonable to expect 

at least a quadratic dependence of the temperature as function 

of SA photocurrent (also confirmed in [40] for facet 

temperature increases due to optical absorption). Considering 

destructive SA currents higher than 50 mA, SA temperatures 

increases of around 130 K can be estimated, in reasonable 

agreement with reported temperature variations leading to 

COMD in GaAs/AlGaAs lasers [41]. 

 

V. 795 NM MODE LOCKED LASERS  

As observed in Section III, high power mode locking 

operation was limited in the 830 nm devices by the occurrence 

of SP operation of the laser, associated with the high 

absorption regimes of the SA. COMD occurred at around 50 

mW, but ML operation was limited to lower power levels (17-

27 mW). This was due to the catastrophic damage of the SA 

produced by the high current densities (destructive when 

higher than ~10 kA/cm
2
) induced by the absorption of high 

optical powers (of the same order of the COMD power). For 

 
 

Fig. 12.  Plot of the spectrum of the gain-length product g(λ, Ig)Lg (black 

solid curves) and of the total cavity loss (grey dashed curves), given by the 

sum αMIRRL + αiL + αSALSA. Both gain and absorption data are taken 

from multisection measurements results described in Section III. All the grey 

dashed curves refer to the SA absorption spectrum for VSA = 0.3 V, but with 
different wavelength shifts, related to the power in the laser cavity. At 

threshold (gain curve indicated with current Ith), the SA is referred to as 

"cold" because the power in the cavity is relatively low and the SA is not 
particularly heated (low SA current photogenerated). The gain and the 

absorption curves cross each other at λth = 830 nm. When the gain current is 

increased, also the optical power and the SA photocurrent increase. The 
heated SA red-shifts and the gain curve red-shifts accordingly, in order to 

compensate for the larger loss. The threshold current thus increases and the 
slope decreases accordingly. A 3 nm SA red-shift produces a threshold 

current increase of 4 mA and forces an operating wavelength of 831 nm, 

while a 6 nm SA red-shift produces a threshold current increase of 38 mA, 
forcing an operating wavelength of 822 nm. 
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this reason a 795 nm epistructure with a 70% higher d/Γ was 

considered, as already described in Section II. In Section II, it 

was shown that the higher d/Γ improved significantly the 

COMD power limit, thanks to the enlarged mode profile and 

reduced optical confinement.  Figures 13(a) and (b) show the 

computed TE mode profile for the designed ridge waveguide 

and the vertical cut of the computed mode profile. 

In this material structure, 5.69 mm long ML devices were 

fabricated with a 227 μm long SA at the facet. An 

improvement in the output power, compared to the 830 nm 

devices, was observed also when reverse biasing the SA, as 

shown in the Ig-VSA map in Fig. 14(a). A maximum power of 

60 mW was measured in the biasing range considered. Despite 

of the increased output power, the SA photocurrent remained 

relatively small (maximum 25 mA - 3.67 kA/cm
2
), compared 

to the 830 nm CPM devices (3 times higher with 

approximately the same SA length) described in Section III, as 

shown in Fig. 14(b). The reduced photocurrent and thus 

reduced sensitivity to optical damage further confirms the 

benefits of the larger mode profile and smaller number of 

wells of the 793 nm laser structure for high power ML 

operation. 

The ML operation range in terms of gain current and SA 

voltage was again assessed by measuring the RF spectrum. 

From these measurements, the RF peak power (at a frequency 

of around 6.84 GHz) was extracted and is plotted in Fig. 15(a). 

As shown, the highest (25 dB over the noise floor) RF peak 

occurs for Ig = 210 mA and VSA = 0.5 V. The optical 

bandwidth is about 1.5 nm at Ig = 210 mA and VSA = 0.5 V, 

where the highest RF peak occurs. The improved SA 

resilience to optical power in this material may also be 

responsible for the improved optical spectrum stability. The 

peak wavelength remains relatively unchanged when varying 

the gain current, while it decreases when increasing the SA 

reverse bias. The peak wavelength is plotted as function of SA 

bias and for Ig in the range 200-220 mA in Fig. 15(b).  

In Figures 16(a) and (b), the RF and optical spectra of the 

device under optimum ML conditions (Ig = 210 mA and VSA = 

0.5 V) are reported. Under the optimum ML conditions, the 

autocorrelation was also recorded, confirming the emission of 

sub-picosecond pulses (0.71 ps) at 6.86 GHz (around 146 ps), 

as shown in Figures 17(a) and (b). The small duty-cycle, given 

by the ultrashort pulse-width and the relatively low repetition 

rate, allowed for a very high peak power (around 9.8 W per 

facet, for an average power of 48 mW) to be achieved. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The overall approach for increasing the output power in our 

devices is the use of epilayer structures with higher d/Γ, aimed 

at overcoming the thermal and nonlinear issues typically 

encountered in high power semiconductor ridge waveguide 

and broad stripe lasers. A double QW GRINSCH material 

operating at 830 nm with d/Γ ratio of 0.5 µm and a single QW 

GRINSCH material operating at 795 nm with a d/Γ ratio of 

0.753 μm were compared. The high d/Γ ratio of these laser 

materials is designed to give better suppression of higher order 

transverse modes, combined with an increase in the kink-free 

 
 

Fig. 13.  (a) Computed TE mode profile for a 3 μm wide and 1.2 μm deep 
ridge waveguide. (b) Vertical cut of the computed mode profile. 

 
Fig. 14. Map of (a) output power and (b) SA photocurrent, as function of 

gain section current and SA reverse voltage. The gain current step is 10 mA 

while the SA voltage step is 0.5 V. No data are available for the dotted-grey 
areas. 

 

 
 

Fig. 16. RF (left) and optical (right) spectra for the laser under best ML 

conditions (Ig = 210 mA and VSA = 0.5 V). 

 
Fig. 17. TPA autocorrelation trace showing (left) the period of pulses and 

(right) the width of the pulses in the time domain. 

 
 

Fig. 15. Map of RF peak power (a) and RF peak frequency (b), as 

function of gain section current and SA reverse voltage for the 795 nm mode 

locked laser with a 227 µm long SA at one facet. 
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output power, by reducing the modal gain per unit length, 

which thus distributes the gain and thermal dissipation over 

longer cavities, and by reducing the power density at the 

facets, giving improved COMD power levels. In this work, 

mode locking operation in such material structures with higher 

d/Γ ratio, achieved by placing an optical trap in the lower 

cladding, was investigated for the first time.  

CPM operation was demonstrated in 3.7 mm long ML 

devices at 830 nm. For this geometry, the effect of 150 µm 

long NAMs was also investigated. It was found that a 40% 

improvement in the COMD power (70 mW) was seen in 

devices with NAMs, but with a degraded slope efficiency. 

Under ML operation, the output power was limited by damage 

of the SA, due to the high photocurrent produced in the SA 

itself. This resulted in a lower ML power in the devices with 

NAMs. However, it was found that NAMs also affect the ML 

operation, forcing an increase in steady-state gain and gain 

bandwidth in the forward biased section. As a result, shorter 

pulses were achieved with NAMs (1.8 ps compared to 2 ps 

pulses without NAMs), with a higher and narrower RF peak. 

Better performance was achieved in 5.69 mm long ML 

devices in the 795 nm material structure. A COMD-free 

output power of 93 mW was measured with all contacts 

forward biased. An improved COMD performance was 

obtained for the 795 nm lasers compared to the 830 nm 

devices, thanks to their having a 1.7 times larger active mode 

area, which lowers power the density at the facet, and to their 

smaller number of wells. This also allowed for improved 

power performance in the ML regime, where the highest 

average power was 48 mW, around 1.7 times higher than that 

measured for the 830 nm devices. Under the optimum ML 

conditions, pulses as short as 0.71 ps with peak powers of 

around 9.8 W per facet were generated. The smaller number of 

wells in the 795 nm devices is believed to shorten the pulses 

(as also suggested in [8]) and increase the threshold for optical 

damage (lower absorption at the facets and in the SA). 

Moreover, the benefits of the larger mode size of the 795 nm 

lasers in shortening the pulses and suppressing the occurrence 

of COMD and COSAD are reduced somewhat by the non-

CPM cavity design. The 830 nm lasers employ a CPM 

configuration which promotes pulse shortening thanks to the 

collision of pulses in the SA [8]. The CPM design also 

physically separates the SA from the facets (both SA and 

facets are sources of heat), increasing the threshold for optical 

damage in such regions. However, although the 830 nm device 

employs a superior cavity design (CPM), the 795 nm lasers 

show shorter pulse durations and no COMD or COSAD at 

higher power levels, thanks to both the larger mode size and 

smaller number of wells.   

In conclusion, our peak power of 9.8 W is very close to the 

record value (15 W) [23] reported from a QD gain-

guided/tapered ML device, with facets coated with 

antireflection/high reflection films. Our result thus represents, 

to the best of our knowledge, the highest peak power achieved 

from any monolithic passively mode locked semiconductor 

laser with a fundamentally single-transverse mode waveguide 

and the power would be increased further by coating the 

facets. Single-transverse mode operation improves fiber 

coupling efficiency, delivers better beam quality and lower 

power consumption compared to the gain-guided/tapered 

devices described in [24], offers better control over material 

properties compared to QD epistructures and is more resistant 

to back-reflections.   
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